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Abduction?

“I see it, I deduce it. How do I know that you have 
been getting yourself very wet lately, and that you 

have a most clumsy and careless servant girl?”
(Sherlock Holmes, in Scandal of Bohemia)

“Abductive inference is the pattern of reasoning 
involved in forming and accepting explanatory

hypothesis.” (Peirce, 1948)

“Inference to the best explanation” (Harman, 1965)

1 | Introduction
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2 | Case-based explanation generation
Functional motivation: similar problems have similar solutions, 

so why to start from scratch?

Explanation generation means retrieval and adaptation of prior 
explanations used for similar situations.

The goal is to generate plausible explanations in a complex 
domain despite imperfect knowledge and incomplete information 
(as humans do on everyday explanation and decision-making)

Psychological reference, people's explanation process

Swale, 1984
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3 | Six fundamental issues for abductive reasoning

– The nature of explanatory reasoning
– When to explain
– What to explain
– How to generate candidate explanations
– Criteria for the "best" explanation
– Interaction between explanation generation 

and evaluation
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4.1 | The nature of explanatory reasoning

“The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,

Hence, there is no reason to suspect that A is true”
(Peirce, 1948)

Traditional approaches of abductive systems: 
“deductive process applied in reverse” (Charniak

and McDermott, 1987)

Deductive-proof based on backwards chaining.
- theorem proving

- probabilistic approaches
- cost assumptions
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4.2 | When to explain

Explanation generation is expensive (specially if backward chaining):
- more efficient generation

- increase selectivity about when to explain

Explanation must be only triggered when anomalies arise:
- New information conflicts with prior beliefs (schemas)

Explaining only anomalies provides much stronger focus:
- An anomaly requires the definition of a new class of events than those 

accounted for by pre-stored schemas

The value of anomalies for explanation and learning has been observed:
- Artificial Intelligence (Hammond, 1989; Leake, 1988, 1992; Schank, 1986)

- Psychology (Chinn & Brewer, 1993; Garner, 1981; Otero & Campanario, 1990)
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4.3 | What to explain

Many models often attempt to generate some plausible explanation. However 
more focus is needed:

The appropriateness of explanations strongly depends on the motivation of 
the query (point of view).

When the query is motivated by an anomaly, the appropriateness depends on 
the event that was found to be anomalous.

The anomalous conditions arise when some evidence conflicts our beliefs and 
expectations (stored as rules or schemas).

Anomaly explanation must satisfy 2 questions:
1) Why did the surprising event happen?

2) Why was the wrong belief formed?

Thus, anomalies not only provide guidance about when to explain, but what to 
explain as well.
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4.4 | How to generate candidate explanations
The target of a good explanation must be not only to explain an anomaly

(traditional deductive models with the assumption of correct prior beliefs), but to 
identify why the prior reasoning failed to generate proper expectations (CB-E).

Example: Bank robbery

BELIEF: The bank cannot be robbed because it is being monitored.
EVENT: The bank was robbed.
EXPLANATION:  The security camera was removed for repair.

The latter explains the surprising event by  invalidating the belief.

CB-E accounts for the “why” component as well as the failed belief, by searching 
for candidates that address both, using an anomaly-based indexing vocabulary:

- which features of a situation were anomalous  
- why they were anomalous.
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4.4 | How to generate candidate explanations
Case-based explanation vs explanation-based schema acquisition:

Main difference between both → level of generalization

– Explanation-based schema acquisition explicitly focuses on 
generalization (deductive proofs). 

– Case-based explanation models are conservative and pragmatic. It 
only generalizes to the extent is necessary to explain an anomaly 
(plausible reasoning chains).

Such difference on the generalization approach reflects a classical dichotomy
between abstract / ideal versus concrete / contextual views. CB-E makes a bet 
for the latter, suggesting that specific information not immediately generalizable
may have a role in problem solving (even information that can be considered 
trivial or redundant).

The applicability of a generalizations (EBSA) relies on its “general” nature, while 
in a contextual approach (CB-E), it relies on its adaptability.
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4.5 | Criteria for the “best” explanation
Plausibility criteria on traditional models:

– Structural minimality criteria: Based on Occam's razor principle. It 
focuses on syntactic minimality rankings and it is indifferent to content 
(semantics). Performance versus competence*. Incompleteness and 
redundancy.

– Proof-based approaches: abduction treated as “reversed deduction”. 
Validity of explanations depends on the validity of their “abductive 
assumptions”. Formal logic methods such as modus ponens, modus 
tollens, reductio ad absurdum, etc. Need for multiple proofs can lead to 
combinatorial explosion.

P→ Q, P ├ Q (If P is true, then Q is true, hence P entails Q)
P→ Q, ⌐Q├ ⌐P (If Q is false, the P is  false, hence not Q entails not P)

– Probabilistic and cost-based criteria: Evaluates the reasonableness 
of both assumptions and explanations. Models based on Bayesian 
networks, Markov chains, Decision trees. Probabilistic and cost 
information is usually not available in everyday explanation problems.
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4.5 | Criteria for the “best” explanation
Plausibility criteria on ACCEPTER: GOALS

Similarity-based plausibility criteria: Explanations of new anomalies are 
favored if they are similar to explanations that applied to similar prior anomalies.

This is made implicitly through case retrieval process, by taking advantage of 
anomaly-based indexing vocabulary in  which cases are stored.

Plus two extra steps:
– Likehood of abductive assumptions by comparison with stereotypes.
– Likehood of inference links and intermediate conclusions.
– Sometimes structural minimality is also adopted to resolve disputes.

The goal-based criteria: what constitutes the ultimate goodness of an 
explanation is its ability to satisfy the needs for information that motivated the 
query, that is, the goal according to some POV. (functional, structural, etc).

This parallels with some psychological and philosophical approaches.
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4.6 | Interaction between generation and evaluation 

• Generation and evaluation are usually treated as sequential steps. 

• CB-E integrates generation and evaluation to focus on worthwhile candidates

• Integration occurs on two ways: 

• To guide retrieval by using anomaly-based indexing vocabulary

• To guide adaptation according to incremental evaluation

EvaluationGeneration

1) Traditional sequential process

Generation Evaluation

why

2) Integrated process
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5 | Conclusions 

• Abductive reasoning is a key method for everyday explanation

• Traditional methods treat abduction as “reversed deduction” thus 
keeping the typical problems of deductive approaches (truth of prior 
belief system, , computational costs, combinatorial explosion)

• Explanatory processes must be based on memory and experience.

• Cases must be stored as stereotypical patterns that represent
why anomalies happened and why they conflicted with prior beliefs.

• Case-based explanations provides a better foundation for memory 
based abduction, allowing to solve difficult problem in similar way 
people do: with limited domain knowledge in almost real-time.


